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Expand your collaboration efforts,
reduce your travel costs and simplify
your operations with the introduction
of a secure and proven video
conferencing solution.

Our video conferencing solutions
allow your team and external
participants to communicate, share,
present and discuss thoughts and
ideas just like they would if they were
there in the same room.

Working with a number of leading video conferencing
vendors, our experienced team will ensure that you benefit
from the introduction of a video solution that meets your
needs both now and in the future. We will expertly install
your video conferencing solution, train you in the use of it
and then will fully maintain and support it for you.

Using standards-based systems, we are able to deploy
endpoints from a variety of leading providers and can
ensure video conferencing interoperability between
different systems.

Our video conferencing solutions are perfect for:

Board and conference rooms.

Small collaboration rooms.

Desktop and mobile operations.

Remote teams and people.

Whether it is a large video conference, one-to-one video calls
or a team meeting, our user-friendly video conferencing
solutions are designed to enhance your productivity and
provide you with seamless collaboration.
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Hosted Cloud Telephone Systems typically
have less security vulnerabilities compared to
onsite telephone systems. They are generally
hosted in secure and reliable private cloud
environments and are replicated to secondary,
secure locations. By default, they are hosted on
secure infrastructure with multiple layers of
security and high-level encryption.

Improved attendance and better structure.

Video Conferencing Solution Benefits

A hosted cloud telephone system by default
offers you substantial assistance with your
disaster recovery and business continuity
planning. Should you be unable to access your
workplace for any reason, your team would be
able to access your telephone system from
anywhere else using a variety of devices,
including their own smart phones. You won't
miss vital communications and will be able to
collaborate normally as you put your other
disaster recovery plans into operation.

Increased productivity and improved
collaboration.

Having fewer requirements for travel
requirements allows your team to enjoy a
better work/life balance. It also allows for more
home working, reducing the cost and impact of
of commuting. As a remote worker, one can
still have a close relationship with other
members of their team.

Better employee retention.

You won't be directly responsible for the
maintenance or support of the system as that
is covered by your hosted cloud telephony
provider. Additionally, updates will be rolled
out automatically as they become available
without the need to purchase additional
licensing or incur additional costs. Lastly, your
hosted cloud telephone system management
and configuration is easy through a simple and
clear web interface, making moves, adds and
changes stress-free and fast.

A reduction in your travel time and costs.

Combined, the introduction of video
conferencing will allow you to be more agile,
providing you with a strong competitive
advantage. With more productive meetings,
less travel, lower costs and improved team
collaboration, you can streamline your
operations and be a lot more agile than your
competition.

Enjoy a consistent and significant competitive
advantage.

Unlock the benefits of video conferencing for your organisation.
Get independent advice from our experienced video conferencing team.

Discuss your Video Conferencing Solution needs by calling us on +44 203 034 2244 or +1 323 984 8908, or emailing hello@cardonet.com
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Video Conferencing Solution Features

Capacity for hundreds of participants.

High definition camera options with the right field of view.

Recording and playback options.

Device agnostic solutions as standard.

Screen sharing, instant messaging and meeting control options.

Speaker tracking and auto framing.

Standards based and easy interoperability.

Easy management.

Proven support.

Video Conferencing Solution Options

Participant number options.

Choose from a number of endpoints.

Storage, recording and playback options.

Deployment options: Onsite, cloud or hybrid options.

Team collaboration options.

Our Technology Partners
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Allowing you to do more

Improve the effectiveness and productivity of your team.

Reduce your costs and improve your collaboration.

Simplify your operations.

Effortlessly include remote workers in keymeetings and discussions.

Becomemore agile as an organisation.

Target different geographic markets with confidence.

Retain your best people and give them the tools to succeed.

Trusted to deliver expert IT Services by
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Why Cardonet

TRUE 24X7 OPERATIONS

24x7

PROVEN TRACK RECORD SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT VENDOR NEUTRAL CUSTOMER FOCUSSED

PASSIONATE & EXPERIENCE TRUSTED PARTNER FOCUSSED ON QUALITY AGILE AND AWARE FULLY ACCOUNTABLE

Your IT Services Partner for

Awards

Our Commitments

Accreditations

All third party trademarks remain the property of their respective owners.

IT Support

Our Team Our Processes Our Mission

IT Consultancy Managed IT Managed Cloud Communication Cyber Security

Our Promise

We employ friendly professionals who

have well-rounded experience, the

ability to work in a team and a desire to

be helpful.

We are dedicated to providing

remarkable IT services that improves

your performance, increases your

productivity and protects you.

We value long-term relationships built

on trust. To achieve that, we deliver fully

supported vendor neutral solutions that

are essential and reasonably priced.

We continue to invest in our systems

and have the standards in place for

effective, streamlined and consistent

service, customised to meet your needs.
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Improve your competitive advantage through effective video conferencing
Call us on +44 203 034 2244 or +1 323 984 8908 or email us at hello@cardonet.com to start the conversation.
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